CONVERT-A-MILL MODEL 860C

Two machines in one! The Wells-Index Model 860C Convert-A-Mill costs approximately 20% less than two separate machines and requires half the floor space.

The 860C converts in less than 5 minutes from horizontal to vertical (or vice versa) and simultaneously does vertical and horizontal milling with stub arbors.

The heavy-duty horizontal features all-gear positive drive, with high-inertia flywheel, 3 h.p. variable speed drive with direct lever control, and #40 MMT taper spindle equipped with drawbar. Also available are many of the standard features and optional equipment of the Model 847.

MANUFACTURED BY:
Wells-Index Division
A & D Machinery Company
701 West Clay Avenue
Muskegon, Michigan 49440-1064
Phone (616) 759-0950 • Fax (616) 728-7456